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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1. Determine the association (and predictive capacity) of self-stigma towards 
tendency for relapse.

2. Determine the association (and predictive capacity) of presence and 
search for meaning in life towards tendency for relapse.

3. Determine the moderating role of self-stigma in the association between 
meaning in life and tendency for relapse.



LITERATURE REVIEW
• Meaning in life – how full a person feels their lives are of meaning (Steger, 

2010) (Dimensions: search for meaning and presence of meaning)
• Self-stigma – internalization of negative public views as a result of identifying 

as a drug addict which includes self-devaluation, fear of enacted stigma, 
stigma avoidance and values disengagement (Luoma et al., 2012)

• Tendency for Relapse - return to use of at least one intake of drugs or alcohol 
after a period of abstinence

• Anchoring on ego-depletion theory, the positive influence of meaning in life 
(as a psychological resource) in the recovery of an individual may be 
disrupted by  his/her experience of self-stigma. Thus, self-stigma may serve to 
increase a recovering individual’s journey towards recovery.

• Along with other psychosocial and demographic factors, which also serve as 
psychological resources, the present study explored how these factors 
influence an individual’s recovery.



METHODOLOGY
• DESIGN: Cross-sectional (survey)
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INSTRUMENTS
• Screening and 

demographics profile 
questionnaire
• Meaning in Life 

Questionnaire (MLQ)
• Substance Abuse Self-

Stigma Scale (SASS)
• Relapse Measure (RM) 

– adapted from 
Blume’s study (2012)

PROCEDURE
• Application for Ethics Clearance
• Contacted several Center Directors across 

Cebu City to conduct the study in their 
respective centers, and people in the 
recovery network

• Included in the study: (a) people from the 
rehab who were at the time readmitted (b) 
volunteers and staff from the rehab who have 
undergone at least one treatment program 
(c) people in the recovery network

• An online survey was also conducted to 
reach out to other persons in recovery



RESULTS

Results of Pearson Correlation



Presence of Meaning
β = -.04(ns) 

Search for Meaning
β = .10(ns) 

Relapse

Self-Stigma
β = .273*

as moderator: not significant

Labeling theory: A person being labelled as drug addict internalizes
such label and acts congruent to that label (Yang et al., 2015; Scheff, 
1966)

Result Summary: 
SPSS with Hayes Process Macro 
for Moderation Analysis



Presence	of	
Meaning

β	=	.141(ns)

Stigma
β	=	.273*

Religiosity
β	=	.0412(ns)

Support	from	
Family

β	=	.041(ns)

Support	from	
significant	others
β	=	-.033(ns)

Search	for	
Meaning
β	=	.199*

Support	from	
friends

β	=	-.251*

Relapse

Result	Summary:	
Hierarchical	Regression	Analysis

Social	support		from	friends	is	a	suppressor	variable	(Horst,	1941),	
indicating	that	when	support	from	friends	is	lacking	(or	taken	out)	
from	the	individual’s	recovery	process,	search	for	one’s	meaning
in	life	increases	his/her	chance	for	relapse.	



CONCLUSION

• Self-stigma is importantly related to relapse 
tendencies, and is detrimental towards 
recovery
•A meaningful life is important in staving off self-
stigma
• Search for meaning may predict relapse when 
there is less support from friends



RECOMMENDATIONS 

• Mental health practitioners may have to pay attention to clients’ search 
for meaning in life as this has implications to their recovery
• It may be helpful to devise ways and opportunities for recovering users to 

enhance their social engagement in the recovery community and the 
public. This gives them the chance to reduce their self-stigma and 
increase social support.
• Devaluing persons in recovery impedes their recovery journey; thus, it is 

important to educate public about the detrimental effects of community 
stigma towards recovering individuals.
• Social support is undeniably a potent force in helping the recovering 

individuals.


